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Executive summary
This document outlines the functional requirements and the IT infrastructure required
to develop the visuAAL website. This website has been designed using the visual
guidelines (logo, images, colours) presented in Deliverable D4.3. Corporate image.
Different menu options have been initially included. These options may vary during
the project as some of them will be hidden/activated as needed.
The visuAAL project has registered the domain name visuaal-itn.eu as the main URL
for the website.
Additionally, profiles for the visuAAL project have been created in several social
networks to enhance visibility and to interact with the users:
 LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/visuaal-msca-itn/
 Twitter: https://twitter.com/visuAAL_ITN
 YouTube: https://youtube.com/channel/UCXqJFasYgZL5p8CtDAJ-Pzg
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1. Introduction
This document specifies:
1- The functional requirements of the VisuAAL project website. In addition, the
VisuAAL project website requires a set of IT infrastructure components that are
defined in this deliverable.
2- The profiles in social networks created in order to engage with the general public
on a continuous basis and favour interaction and mutual influence.

2. Website specifications and requirements
2.1. Infrastructure set up
2.1.1. DEV-PROD virtual environments
Two virtual server environments have been set up in order to provide the service with
the required IT tools. Besides, the IT team has prepared a local development
environment. A development-testing-production scheme has been implemented so
that all new features could be developed in a first environment, then tested in a second
one and eventually has been made available to the public in a separate production
environment.

Both virtual environments have similar software specifications and are established for
the following purposes:
 The testing and development environment (DEV) hosts the functional and
non-functional testing of new features developed. New content will be
automatically synchronized from PROD. This virtual machine will not be
accessible to the general public, only to the IT team and other actors in the
website creation process.
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 The production environment (PROD) hosts the public version of the websites
with all its working features and public contents that are accessible to end
users. This environment is available to the general public once the migration
process has been successfully performed and validated.
2.1.2. Physical servers
Both environments are hosted in a separated virtual machine in a physical server
located in the University of Alicante data processing centre. Its initial server hardware
configuration has the following specifications:








2x Intel® Xeon® CPU E5 processing units each 3 GHz and 12 cores/threads
32 GB DDR4 ECC
Four 1 TB HDD in RAID configuration
Two 10 Gbps Ethernet network devices
Public IP addresses
Unlimited monthly network traffic
Two redundant 350W power supplies

Additionally, resources were reserved in a secondary physical server in order to be
able to replicate this environment from backup copies as a contingency measure in
case of a potential critical incident that could endanger and eventually put the PROD
environment out of service.
2.1.3. Data Centre
The University of Alicante data centre hosts the DEV and PROD environments and the
back-up storage server providing the following features:
 Physical access control including restricted access with ID cards, access log,
24x7 surveillance cams and security officers.
 Twin cooling systems keeping less than 20ºC and 50% air humidity and






including a failsafe temperature sensor connected to the centralised campus
security alarm.
Redundant power supply in two levels: UPS batteries and two diesel
generators.
Fire prevention systems.
Separated public and private VLANs and network firewall.
10 Gbps ethernet local area network.
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2.1.4. Software specifications
The following software versions are used:






Debian GN/Linux 9.12
Apache 2.4.25
PHP 7.0.33
MySQL 5.5.54-0+deb8u1 - (Debian)
Content Management System platform: Drupal 8.9.6 (with the last security

update available at the moment)
 Matomo Analytics 3.13.16
These software versions will be monitored and updated with their security updates
when necessary.
2.1.5. Security
Security measures are implemented in order to ensure protection of the information
assets that can be accessed from the web server. Besides the corporate UA firewall,
the following measures are implemented:
SSL
 No direct/external access to Drupal or databases. All access is done using a
gateway to access the application servers.
 Firewall rules is implemented so only allowed SSH keys have access to the
server.
 Only specific IPs are allowed to connect, using SSH, to the server.
HTTPS support
 Encrypted communication protocol HTTPS, which is used for secure
communication over a computer network.
2.1.6. Backup storage media
A dedicated rack-mounted Network Attached Storage (NAS) Server is used for backup copies.





Quad core 2.0 GHZ 64 bit processor
4 GB RAM
4x 2TB High Performance discs in RAID 5 configuration
2x 10 GbE network interfaces
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 QNAP virtual machine snapshots and container back-up management
software
 AES-NI encryption
 Redundant power supply
A website PROD container snapshot will be backed up on a daily basis. One weekly
backup version shall be set aside at regular intervals as a long-term (one-year) archive.
The server(s) will be maintained and updated, regularly, backed up to prevent data
loss and housed in our secure networked data centre facilities for maximum reliability
and availability.
2.1.7. Domain name registration and email addresses
The visuAAL project has registered the following domain name as the main URL for
the website:

visuaal-itn.eu
The following email addresses have been created:
 info@visuaal-itn.eu
 webmaster@visuaal-itn.eu

2.2. Theme selection and customisation
In order to facilitate the implementation of the website a base graphical Drupal theme
has been selected. This theme is required to have the following features:





Based on Bootstrap 4 (Flex based) framework
Responsive layout for different devices
Column based grid with 1, 2 and 3-columns automatic layouts
Predefined regions (at least: header, top header, navigation menu, primary
menu, secondary meny, banner, highlighted, featured top, breadcrumb,
content, sidebar first, sidebar second, featured bottom and footer)
 HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript compliant
 SASS and JQuery integration
 TWIG templates
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The selected theme is customised with graphical elements already produced for the
VisuAAL project image branding such as logo, colour scheme, icons, pictures and
layout.

2.3. Content types definition
The following content types have been defined in the website. Users with the
appropriate roles (project coordinator and community manager) will be able to create
items of such types.
Content type
Basic page

Description
static web pages

Fields
title (short text)
body (long text - full html)

Banner

items for uploading images
to banner

title (short text)
body (long text - full html) image
(File)
link (link)
order (integer number)

Blog post

used for posting blogs

title (short text)
body (long text - full html)
image (File)
category (select list)
tags (entity reference)
blog comment (comment)

Consortium

used for content like
beneficiaries or partner
organisations

title (short text)
body (long text - full html)
coordinator (boolean)
country (select list)
department (long text)
link (link)
logo (file)
order (integer number)
principal investigator (link)
type (select list)

Deliverables

used for content like
deliverables

title (short text)
body (long text - full html)
authors (text plain)
date (date)
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Content type

Description

Fields
link (link)
PDF (file)

News

used for time-sensitive
content

title (short text)
body (long text - full html)
image (File)
date (date)
type (select list)

Newsletter Issue items to be sent by email to
subscribers. It will use the
simplenews modules for
drupal newsletter
management.

title (short text)
body (long text - full html)
newsletter (simplenews issue)

Partners

information from any
institution being partner of
the VisuAAL project

title (short text)
body (long text - full html),
logo (file)
link (link)
order (integer number)

Scientific
publications

used for content like
scientific publications

title (short text)
body (long text - full html)
authors (text plain)
date (date)
link (link)
PDF (file)
type (select list)

Video

used for post video clips

title (short text)
body (long text - full html)
video (link)

Webinars

used for content like events,
training or webinars

title (short text)
body (long text - full html)
image (File)
date (date)
link (link)
registration (select list)

2.4. Website navigation / structure definition
The website has the following navigational and structural elements:
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2.4.1. Main navigation
Located on the header region and on footer region, it displays the following
navigational elements in large text size, each one linking to the respective basic page
or listing (page view). Menu item labels order may vary during the project as some
options will be hidden/activated as needed.
|--> Home

(VisuAAL homepage)

|--> Consortium

(List of beneficiaries and partner organisations)

|--> Research

(Research programme)

|--> WP1. Social responsibility
|--> WP2. Privacy-by-design
|--> WP3. Video-based AAL applications
|--> Training

(List of academic training and skills training)

|--> Academic training
|--> Skills training
|--> Outcomes

(List of different content like blog, deliverables..)

|--> Blog
|--> Deliverables
|--> Scientific publications
|--> News

(List of news items)

|--> Webinars
|--> Newsletter
|--> ESR vacancies / Researchers

(Research projects. Available one of them)

|--> Extranet

(Extranet for coordinator user)

2.4.2. Secondary menu
Located in header top and on footer region, it is displayed with smaller text size. Menu
item labels order may vary during the project as some options will be hidden/activated
as needed
|--> Legal notice

(Disclaimer, copyright and other legal information)

|--> Privacy policy

(Privacy policy)

|--> Sitemap

(Map of the website)
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|--> Contact us

(Contact information and contact form)

|--> My account

(logged in users only)

|--> Log out

(“Log in” for anonymous users)

|--> Social media

(Icons and links foreach social
used in the scope of the project)

media

network

2.4.3. Custom blocks
Blocks are web page areas (boxes) that may be located in one or several pages of the
website. They are used to highlight specific information or graphical elements and link
to other pages. The following special blocks are used to facilitate navigation to the
website users.
 Banner block (top header region) with decorative images/pictures generated
by the project.
 Search block (sidebar second region) including a search field.
 Latest News block (sidebar second region) including a list of last news





published.
Social media block (sidebar second region) including links to Twitter social
media network used in the scope of the project.
Featured block (featured bottom region) including links to featured sections
like Research, Training or ESR vacancies.
Partners block (featured bottom region) including logos and links to partners
of visuAAL project.
Funded by block (footer region) including the funding acknowledge text,
funder logo, link, etc.

2.5. Blog
Users will be able to publish comments and posts in the blog section on the website.
New comments will need to be approved before publication. The blog features are
implemented in the website but disabled in the first project phase.
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2.6. Newsletter
The website has a system to send by mail the content published on the website
regularly to the subscribers, including the following features:





Newsletter subscriber management
Newsletter system with subscription
List of past newsletter issues
Newsletter statistics like the Click-through rate

2.7. User management
The website has the following user roles, each of them with its respective
permissions:
 Coordinator: project coordinator, will be able to create new contents of any
type, upload files to the file repository and monitor other contents or
repository files.
 Community manager: will be able to create a reduced set of content types like
newsletter or blog.
 Administrator: platform IT administrator, will have access to the platform
configuration and full permissions.
 Registered users: will be able to manage their subscriptions to the newsletter
and their data user.
 Visitors: anonymous users access only to the public contents of the site.
All users will have to log in (with the appropriate username and password) in order to
enjoy the respective permissions, with the exception of anonymous visitors.

2.8. Web analytics integration // tracking user activity
A Piwik/Matomo Analytics platform hosted in our server will collect all visitors
information on the website.
Piwik provides comprehensive on-line reports on website usage including but not
limited to the following elements:
 number of sessions
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unique users
page views
page/session
session duration
bounce rate
new/returning visitor rate
country of origin
user device
browser app
top active pages
landing pages
number of (file) downloads

 keywords used in order to get to the site
 Social Media traffic
 referral sites
User consent will be requested before performing any tracking using cookies.

2.9. Technical maintenance
The following maintenance subtasks will be periodically carried out:





Database and website back up: twice a week.
Private area accesses monitoring
Drupal security/system updates, fine tuning and bug fixing
Website response time checks

These subtasks will be manually monitored once each month. Error notifications and
system failures will be immediately attended during regular working hours.

2.10. Initial website
The following figures show some pages of the initial website. These pages will be
updated during the project.
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3. Profiles in social networks
After some discussions, the visuAAL project has decided to create initially profiles in
these social networks: LinkedIn, Twitter and YouTube. If, in the future, the
Consortium finds other social networks interesting, new profiles will be created.
See below the URLs and display captures of the profiles created in those social
networks.

3.1. LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/visuaal-msca-itn/
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3.2. Twitter
https://twitter.com/visuAAL_ITN
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3.3. YouTube
https://youtube.com/channel/UCXqJFasYgZL5p8CtDAJ-Pzg
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Disclaimer
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No.861091. This document reflects
the views only of the authors, and the European Union cannot be held responsible for
any use which may be made of the information contained therein.”

The ownership of IPR (Intellectual Property Right) as well as all foreground
information (including the tangible and intangible results of the project) will be fully
retained by all partners without exception. All issues regarding confidentiality,
dissemination, access rights, use of knowledge, intellectual property and results
exploitation are included in the Consortium Agreement (CA), which was signed by all
partners before starting the project.
The unauthorised use, disclosure, copying, alteration or distribution of this document
is prohibited.
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